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Chapter 8 – Some thoughts

• Introduction: 
• brief contextual grounding with the rest of the report,
• Linkages with previous chapters, 5,6,7
• Set vs menu
• transparent system 
• no cherry picking 

• Commentary/Narrative on evolving nature of the framework: 
• current data/need vs future needs 
• opportunities to add on to various cells
• adding spatial and temporal context



• Key questions that this chapter seeks to answer
• How this framework is applied OR can be applied? 

• Process and steps OR its application - drawing from existing literature as 
well as TEEB AgFood feeder studies and new pilot studies. 

• To establish benchmarks for the industry.
• Situations where it cannot be applied.
• Showcase some examples from – Production, Distribution or Consumption 

side. Case studies from both developed and developing world. May not 
have one single example which covers all columns/rows.

• How this framework can be used for comparison of policy 
scenarios? 
• To address policy outcomes at farm, business, government level -

comparison of different management systems, policy scenario A (Input 
Subsidies) vs B (Incentives), different food plates, national accounting etc.

• Matrix of Examples/Value chain/spatial context. (TABLE)



Examples/Value chain/spatial context

Examples
(Research/Practice)

Production Processing/Distribution Consumption

Local

National

Regional

Global



• What are the key challenges of this framework? 
• data gaps
• Need to redefine research priority

• What are the caveats in applying framework?
• Risks and uncertainties in application
• depends on the audience 
• Utility of framework in absence of any regulatory framework that penalize 

wrong practices and incentivise the right ones.
• What are the financial investment opportunities if this framework is used    

• Key messages and conclusions


